The Fearnside Clothing Company

Beg to announce the opening of their Fall and Winter Stock, comprising the largest and handsomest ever brought to this section of the State, representing the famous lines of Hart, Schafner & Marx and Kirshchbaum.

Robert Reis and Duford Health Underwear and Gotham, "The Underwear of a Gentleman, Headly, Farmers Trunks, Bags, Indestructo Trunks--Guaranteed, PARAGAN PANTS.

Ask to see the new PRESTO COLLAR on RAINCOATS and OVERCOATS—3 collars in one. Our Shoe Department is the largest in Putnam County, consisting of such lines as HANAN, W. L., DOUGLAS, FELLOWCROFTS and the famous Only Guaranteed Lines of RALSTON and B. & D.

IF IT COMES FROM FEARNSIDE IT'S GUARANTEED.
"EL PRECIO FIJO."
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